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form 
follows 
function
bauhaus

FORM FOLLOWS FUNCTION

- still applies: functions are not necessarily linear or simple
- purpose driven design decisions for best final results
- established patterns now part of the understanding of functions



1. focus on making interaction easy, intuitive & accessible to all 
2. consistency for all: UI elements, language and design
3. user testing for true results ~ the client is not the user
4. give feedback at all times
5. prepare for mistakes

consider 
your users

... everything else is secondary ... 

USER INTERACTION

- ease of use with accessibility if of utmost importance
- consistency fosters familiarity, instills confidence in brand/product/process
- testing : only true feedback on working of interface design (assumptions often incorrect)
- feedback vital for smooth interaction, breadcrumbs / progress indication
- plan for human errors during interaction / clear signs to aid user



form follows function

consider all users & their purpose 

UI language and visual style to fit purpose & audience

visual elements → easily recognised & understood

interaction / feedback → obvious & clear

keep it simple

consider accessibility from the start

FORM to follow function and be designed for audience

- always plan for all relevant user abilities and purposes, eg: info only / specific purpose (shop/signup/subscribe)
- following branding/design guidelines as well as fitting to purpose of site and target group
- clear verbal and visual language
- communication is key: feedback on interaction needs to be obvious
- simplicity rules over comoplexity for UI !!!
- accessibility as part of UI design



form follows function

physical sensory cognitive

logical structure of UI 
elements

accessible via keyboard 
and switches

provide alternatives 
for all media

accessible via keyboard 
and screenreaders

use both visual 
references and text

offer alternative routes 
or functions

consider all abilities during planning and design to establish an all inclusive UI

FORM to fit purpose and address all user, regardless of ability

- working towards an all inclusive web = considering accessibility as part of the design process
- UI needs to allow all users to interact with site and functions without difficulties
- when considered early on - final result will become more useful for all
- physical disability: consider devices used for accessing online content (keyboard/switch)
- sensory disability: consider devices used for accessing online content (screenreader/braille translator)
- cognitive disability: consider different understanding and offer multiple clues



form follows function

proximity 

similarity

Prägnanz

symmetry

closure

Gestalt principles of form perception

‣ elements in close vicinity to each other seen as group

‣ similar elements grouped via commonalities (shape/line/colour)

‣ element recognised by succinct simplicity of shape/line

‣ recognition of elements around a symmetrical axis

‣ recognition of shape via outer elements

form FOLLOWS function

- overview of gestalt principles
- form still follows function - close buttons displayed as X 
   (OS UI = web UI)
- common patterns guide design decisions
- design principles apply



form follows function
proximity ‣ elements in close vicinity to each other seen as group

form FOLLOWS function :: gestalt principle: PROXIMITY

- interface of smart profile on Workfu
- note: both visual and text used for links, excellent accessibility
- clear presentation of settings available



form follows function
similarity ‣ similar elements grouped via commonalities (shape/line/colour)

form FOLLOWS function :: gestalt principle: SIMILARITY

- editing keywords for smart profile on Workfu
- colour, style and presentation allow easy recognition of keywords in place
- proximity applies as well

> see following slide for full screenshot



form follows function
proximity ‣ elements in close vicinity to each other seen as group

form FOLLOWS function :: gestalt principle: PROXIMITY

- keywords, full page, for smart profile on Workfu
- colour, style and presentation allow easy recognition of keywords in place
- separation of used and suggested keywords clear by colour and grouping



form FOLLOWS function :: gestalt principle: PROXIMITY

- keywords, full page, for smart profile on Workfu
- in black&white view - colour difference not obvious enough
   but compensated for by proximity/grouping of tag visuals and difference in mini icon



form follows function
Prägnanz ‣ element recognised by succinct simplicity of shape/line

form FOLLOWS function :: gestalt principle: PRÄGNANZ

- examples: OS icons - Windows (OS versions) + Mac finder icon 
- suggested visuals by division of shape and line
- simplicity adds to impact/recognition as well as memorability
- change of logo/icon over time maintains core element



form follows function
Prägnanz ‣ element recognised by succinct simplicity of shape/line

form FOLLOWS function :: gestalt principle: PRÄGNANZ

- example: Forrst logo 
- tree icon as simplistic symbol via straight lines
- original includes 2 elements: trunk + tree top
   icon still recognisable as single shape with only 1 element



form follows function
Closure ‣ recognition of shape via outer elements

form FOLLOWS function :: gestalt principle: CLOSURE

- most famous example: WWF logo 
- panda recognised despite missing lines



form follows function

know your users

ease of use 

considered language & visual style

common user patterns & behaviour

clear communication with users

simplify for usability & accessibility

cater for different abilities

interface design

form follows FUNCTION 

- always design for your users- know them, their habits and behaviour
- aim for ease of use for all - but focus on your target group
- use language appropriate to both users and content in hand
- aim visual style at audience, tied into branding but speaking to the users
- provide feedback on all interaction (site navigation/payment process/sign-up process/...)
- aim for clear and simple UI structure - less is more
- consider all abilities when designing interfaces and interactions



form follows function

case study: ‘!inding work’ - sites/services

FUNCTION 

TARGET GROUP

LOCATION

STRUCTURE

‣ enable users to !ind work/employment + job search

‣ general to speci!ic !ield 

‣ UK 

‣ labelled job sections

form follows FUNCTION 

- interface of smart profile on Workfu
- note: both visual and text used for link, excellent accessibility
- clear presentation of settings available



case: craigslist UK URL: london.craigslist.co.uk

CRAIGSLIST

- 5 column layout with tightly set text
- lines and boxes for visual content division
- default link styling
- lack of design but clear if cramped display



case: craigslist UK URL: london.craigslist.co.uk/

CRAIGSLIST, section view of  ‘web/info design’

- single column layout listing jobs by date
- prominent search function, top of page
- clear links leading to more info



case: craigslist UK URL: london.craigslist.co.uk/

CRAIGSLIST, view of  individual job information

- single column layout showing job info and details
- unstyled yet structured content presentation

• consistent throughout
• little user guidance
• no specific language or visual angle (wide/general audience)



case: total jobs URL: totaljobs.com

TOTALJOBS 

- 4 column layout with small set text
- rounded cornered boxes for content division and to highlight site functions
- clear top menu, links unstyled but showing number of postings
- tight yet clean layout offering too many options



case: total jobs URL: totaljobs.com

TOTALJOBS, section view of  ‘Media, New media, Creative ’ 

- 3 column layout with small set text
- search box highlighted to show filtered search options
- default link styling
- lack of design but clear if cramped display



case: total jobs URL: totaljobs.com

TOTALJOBS, view of  individual job information

- 2 column layout with focus on job details
- well structured information with relevant functions shown in sidebar

• consistent throughout
• functions highlighted with colour and visual style
• inconsistent link styling
• no specific language or visual angle (wide/general audience)



case: authentic jobs UK URL: uk.authenticjobs.com

AUTHENTIC JOBS UK

- multi column layout within 2 columns
- location and filter functions at top of content area, prominent and clear
- zebra-striped listing with succinct details of job listed
- focused structure and design



case: authentic jobs UK URL: uk.authenticjobs.com

AUTHENTIC JOBS UK - filtered by job type and location

- unchanged layout 
- clear and easy to skim read
- colour coded indication of job type + location shown



case: authentic jobs UK URL: uk.authenticjobs.com

AUTHENTIC JOBS UK - view of  individual job information

-  2 column layout with feature heading, showing company logo + job description
- clear presentation and layout of job information
- colour coded label/ribbon of job type + location shown (map view via google map)
- functions listed in sidebar, inc. related listings

• consistent design throughout
• functions prominently positioned and always available
• clear language, terminology appropriate for target group
• very successful design and UI



case: Bread URL: breadapp.com

BREAD

- 2 column layout with focus on left column for job listing
- filter functions by job type both at top (main job sections + tags) and in sidebar via tags
- listing with location of job listed, labelled by job type
- focused structure and design



case: Bread URL: breadapp.com

BREAD - filtered by job type ‘design’

- unchanged layout 
- clear and easy to skim read
- colour coded indication of job type + tags



case: Bread URL: breadapp.com

BREAD - filtered by job type ‘design’

- unchanged layout 
- clear presentation of job information
- colour coded indication of job type + tags
- function to apply below job info

• consistent design throughout
• functions prominently positioned and always available
• clear language, terminology appropriate for target group
• very successful design and UI



case: WorkFu URL: workfu.com

WORKFU - sign up page

- single column layout with 4 column content
- service info presented in 4 elements
- both sign up/in as well as additional info clearly labelled



case: WorkFu URL: workfu.com

WORKFU - enter page (after sign in)

- single column layout with 5 column content
- large buttons (visual + textual info) for settings (prompting CTA)
- main user function top right



case: WorkFu URL: workfu.com

WORKFU - profile page

- 2 column layout with focus on left column for profile info
- reading list in sidebar, presented as books on shelf
- user functions and profile settings remain at top for easy access

• consistent design throughout
• functions prominently positioned and always available
• clear language, terminology appropriate for target group
• very successful design and UI



interface
design

design for people=
DESIGN IS FOR PEOPLE :)
especially interface design
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